
Vision 
Cross Farm Infant Academy: Opening the gates to a world of possibilities. 

Cross Farm Infant Academy is a place where children discover their love of learning, where individuality is embraced and all achievements are celebrated. With an ‘I can’ 

attitude, no fear of failure or holding back, we will ensure children are prepared for the next stage of their learning journey. 

 

Mission: 
1. A constant focus on the highest quality first teaching and learning, inside and outside of the classroom. 

2. A constant drive to understand where each child is in their learning and a commitment to high achievement for all across the whole curriculum. 

3. A constant attention to understanding our Academy’s strengths and weaknesses at any one time and a determination to improve. 

4. A consistent and constant approach to the wellbeing and safety of our school community. 

5. A dedication to promoting the message that everyone at Cross Farm matters by ensuring everyone’s contributions are respected, it might just have the ‘magic’ we 

need.  

6. A commitment to ensuring a creative and exciting broad and balanced curriculum which links to children’s interests so all children have the chance to shine and 

share their talents and passions. 

7. A constant and consistent promotion of our Values and our behaviour expectations and always placing Cross Farm Values in the context of being brought up in 

Britain. 

8. An atmosphere across the school that encourages and supports all learners to ‘have a go’, to learn from mistakes and approach new experiences with confidence. 

9. A commitment to maintaining the ‘family’ atmosphere of our school, ensure our community feels welcomed and our pupils will have many additional opportunities 

to make a difference to lives here in Frimley Green.  

10. A promise to keep staff, families, children and governors well informed of any important information regarding the academy.  

 

Cross Farm Values 
Make the most of everyday – determination, perseverance, fun, friendship, achieve, growth 

Be the best ‘you’ – self confidence, challenge, individuality, inclusion 

Care for each other – caring, kindness, citizenship, community, nurture 


